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SUMMARY
This paper examines the possible applications of artificial intelligence (AI)
to nuclear-weapon systems in the near term to mid term and assesses the
benefits, risks, and strategic stability implications. The analysis indicates
that AI in nuclear-weapon systems is neither all good or all bad—it needs to
be considered in the context of the specific application and the geopolitical
environment. However, because AI implementation in nuclear-weapon
systems appears inevitable, there are recommended actions to take now to
realize the benefits and manage the risks as the technology matures and
strategic stability implications are better understood and discussed within
the international community.
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Assessing and Managing the Benefits and Risks of Artificial Intelligence in Nuclear-Weapon Systems

Executive Summary

A

t a time when most countries with nuclear weapons are modernizing or diversifying their nuclear
arsenals, significant technological advances in artificial intelligence (AI) for military applications
suggest that AI inevitably will be explored for use in nuclear-weapon systems.
Along with significant benefits, however, come associated risks and implications
for strategic stability.
Two application areas are considered the most likely to take advantage of AI
advances in the near term to mid term: Nuclear Command, Control, and
Communications (NC3) and autonomous nuclear-weapon systems. This
paper envisions the specific functions AI could perform in these two areas and
analyzes the potential positive and negative consequences.
In NC3, AI could be applied to enhance reliable communication and early
warning systems, to supplement decision support, or to enable automated
retaliatory launch. The implications vary dramatically. Enhancing
communication reliability and decision-support tools with AI has recognizable
benefits, is relatively low risk, and is likely stabilizing, although it still requires
additional technical research to lower risk as well as deeper policy exploration
of stability implications to avoid provoking an arms race. AI application to
automated retaliatory launch, however, is highly risky and should be avoided.
For autonomous nuclear-weapon systems, AI along with sensors and other
technologies are required for sophisticated capabilities, such as obstacle
detection and maneuverability, automated target identification, and longerrange and loitering capability. Today’s technology and algorithms face
challenges in reliably identifying objects, responding in real time, planning and
controlling routes in the absence of GPS, and defending against cyberattacks.
Given the lack of technology maturity, fully autonomous nuclear-weapon
systems are highly risky. These risks, combined with the potential instability
these weapons may cause, suggest that a ban on fully autonomous systems is
warranted until the technology is better understood and proven.
For each state with nuclear weapons, the specific application and timing of AI
incorporation will depend on the production or modernization schedule, the
perceived benefits and needs, the technical capabilities and level of investment,
and the level of risk acceptance. To encourage safe application and help
minimize risks and negative effects on strategic stability as AI is introduced
into nuclear-weapon systems over time, the following is recommended:

At a time when
most countries with
nuclear weapons
are modernizing
or diversifying
their nuclear
arsenals, significant
technological advances
in artificial intelligence
(AI) for military
applications suggest
that AI inevitably will
be explored for use
in nuclear-weapon
systems. Along with
significant benefits,
however, come
associated risks and
implications for
strategic stability.

• The U.S. national security enterprise should prioritize research on low technical risk approaches
and fail-safe protocols for AI use in high-consequence applications. The research should be openly
published as long as it does not jeopardize national security. Additionally, cooperative research
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with international partners should be considered, and other states with nuclear weapons should be
encouraged to conduct research with the same purpose.
• States with nuclear weapons should adopt policies and make declaratory statements about the role
of human operators in nuclear-weapon systems and/or the prohibition or limits of AI use in their
nuclear-weapon systems.
• The international community should increase dialogue on the implications of AI use in nuclearweapon systems, including how AI could affect strategic and crisis stability, and explore areas where
international cooperation or development of international norms, standards, limitations, or bans
could be beneficial.
• In addition to an analysis and recommendations, this paper offers a summary of AI technology
relevant to nuclear-weapon systems to provide background for those not already well versed in AI.
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Introduction

A

rtificial intelligence (AI) is widely considered to be a catalyst for revolutionary change, with application
in fields as diverse as finance, transportation, health care, and war fighting.1 Within those fields and
others, the speed of technological development is generating both enthusiasm for AI’s benefits and alarm
over the potential for doomsday scenarios.2 The fast-paced development and implementation of new AI
technologies also is compelling the establishment of national AI ethical standards and policies in an attempt
to realize the benefits of the advancing capability while discouraging negative societal consequences.3
The military application of AI is generating particular attention, and some countries have initiated open
discussion around policies governing this area of exploration. At the same time, the United Nations has
held talks concerning lethal autonomous weapon systems on the battlefield, and
approximately 30 state parties have called for a treaty banning those systems.4
Today’s military applications of AI include intelligence collection and analysis,
logistics, cyber operations, information operations, command and control,
and autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles.5 Many of these AI military
applications aim to increase the efficiency of tasks that are dull, dirty, or dangerous.6
Reconnaissance drones and battlefield management systems that employ AI
already are in use with a level of international acceptance and adoption. As AI
advances, its military use could revolutionize war fighting with the realization of
concepts such as autonomous vehicle swarming.

Today’s military
applications of AI
include intelligence
collection and
analysis, logistics,
cyber operations,
information
operations,
command and
control, and
autonomous or
semi-autonomous
vehicles.

Because of vast application areas for AI, it is not surprising that the United States,
Russia, and China each view the military potential of AI as highly important,
although the specific priorities are somewhat distinct. The U.S. military looks at
AI to maintain general technological superiority. Russian President Putin has said
whoever leads AI will “become the ruler of the world,”7 and he has advocated
Russian military use of AI especially for autonomous robots and vehicles. The
Chinese military has pursued the opportunities AI offers to overtake American
advantages and has a strategy to outpace the United States through widespread
“intelligentized” warfare and civilian-military fusion.8 China’s military interests
are heavily focused on machines augmenting human decision making and
performance, as well as swarming autonomous systems. The Russian and U.S.
militaries have actively experimented with AI in regional military engagements,
whereas China has not used AI on the battlefield.9 A United Nations workshop
held in 2019, “The Militarization of AI,” concluded that the implications for international peace and security
of AI military efforts remain unclear, and that the uncertainty generates fear and heightens perceptions of
risk.10
AI technology is relevant to military and commercial applications, including conventional and nuclear
weapons. Because of the high potential consequences, AI use in nuclear-weapon systems seems to be
proceeding at a slower pace—or perhaps more covertly—than other military applications. Nonetheless, the
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potential for AI application to nuclear-weapon systems is likely to grow as the military use of AI develops
concurrently with nuclear-weapon systems modernization and diversification.11
The advancement and maturing of AI in commercial and conventional weapons applications offers insight
into potential applications in nuclear-weapon systems. Careful examination of the specific potential
nuclear-weapon systems applications is needed to understand the benefits, risks, and stability implications
to guide both technical and policy considerations going forward as well as to initiate meaningful
international dialogue. Several studies have been published outlining the potential applications of AI in
nuclear-weapon systems,12 and the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI) has published a paper on the security
and policy implications of integrating digital technology, including AI, into U.S. nuclear-weapon systems.13
This paper aims to deepen the discussion by detailing potential applications along with their benefits, risks,
and strategic stability implications. It offers recommendations for the technical and policy communities to
consider before AI applications to nuclear-weapon systems are further developed and implemented.
The paper is organized in three parts:
• “Artificial Intelligence Characteristics Relevant to Nuclear-Weapon System Applications”
describes the characteristics that could provide the most benefit or introduce the most risk.
• “AI Application to Nuclear Weapons and Their Operational Systems” addresses the potential
AI application to nuclear-weapon systems and is the core of the paper. The focus is on applications
that can be imagined in the near term (0–5 years) and the mid term (5–10 years), specifically
Nuclear Command, Control, and Communications (NC3) and autonomy. There are other potential
AI applications in areas relevant to the supporting nuclear enterprise, including war gaming and
planning, physical security, missile defense, and nuclear proliferation and arms control agreement
monitoring. These are briefly discussed but are not the focus of this paper.
• “Recommendations” recognizes the expected use of AI in nuclear-weapon systems as well as the
desire to keep nuclear risks low and sustain or enhance nuclear strategic stability.
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Artificial Intelligence Characteristics
Relevant to Nuclear-Weapon Systems
Applications

T

he following basic description of AI, including the benefits and risks that could be applicable to nuclearweapon systems, is provided as context for the remainder of the paper. This paper does not review AI
comprehensively because it is widely documented and rapidly advancing, and not all of it is relevant to
understanding how AI might be used in nuclear-weapon applications.14

Rules-Based AI and Machine Learning
The term “artificial intelligence” colloquially refers to computational processes that perform functions
usually completed by people. Today’s AI systems are tools and methods that allow computers to execute
rules-based commands (first-wave AI) or use data and machine learning (ML) techniques to categorize
information (second-wave AI). First- and second-wave AI is sometimes referred to as “narrow AI.” The
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency discusses the third wave of AI as contextual adaptation,15 and
others often refer to this as “artificial general intelligence” (AGI). Contextual adaptation or AGI is widely
believed to be a decade or two away from maturity.16 However, today’s narrow AI capabilities are growing
in sophistication and are increasingly widely deployed.17
The basic elements of AI today are shown in Figure 1 (courtesy of MIT Lincoln Lab).18 AI depends on
data from sensors or other sources as well as simulated data. Because data can be collected from multiple
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Figure 1: AI System Architecture
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sources, merging the data into common formats, or conditioning the data, often is needed. Once the data
are conditioned, the information is used by various types of algorithms to create knowledge for use by either
people, machines, or teams composed of both. Once people and/or machines evaluate the knowledge, the
insight gained can be applied to a particular objective. When people are not involved in evaluating the data,
the system is considered autonomous. Fully autonomous systems that use AI are still rare. The AI process
depends on and is enabled by modern computing, raw data, and data fed back from application.
Rules-based AI uses human-crafted “if-then” structured reasoning to enable computers to determine the
appropriate responses to input. Rules-based AI has been broadly used but has limitations due to the intense
human labor needed to create the rules. Examples of rules-based AI to high-consequence applications
include feedback control systems for nuclear power plant operations and aircraft autopilot systems. Experts
Michael Horowitz, Paul Scharre, and Alexander Velez-Green asserted in an article
for Cornell University that AI for nuclear systems will likely be rules-based AI
because of the high consequence of failure.19

Because of its
ability to learn
through data, ML
is particularly
useful where
the relationship
between the data
and the result
cannot be described
analytically.

Today, the term AI most often refers to machine learning or the fast-growing
subfield of neural networks.20 ML identifies patterns in relatively large data sets
through inference, and results are fundamentally probabilistic.21 Everyday ML
applications include facial and voice recognition as well as predictive suggestions
for books or movies people may like based on other purchases or reviews. Selfdriving cars are perhaps the best-known application that requires sophisticated
ML (combined with other automotive and technological advances).
This paper imagines artificial intelligence based on either rules-based or ML
approaches that could be used in nuclear-weapon systems.

The Potential Benefits of AI Systems

Rules-based AI systems perform efficiently and reliably for a well-defined
set of conditions. These first-wave AI systems often can outperform human
operators by being able to function consistently and continuously and perhaps
also by processing information more quickly. Rules-based AI can be used effectively to augment human
performance and speed in applications that require continuous monitoring.
Because of its ability to learn through data, ML is particularly useful where the relationship between the data
and the result cannot be described analytically. As a result, ML can produce findings that are not necessarily
causal and can correlate two unrelated variables with a third unknown variable without a rational causal
relationship. Although this can generate unsafe suggestions, it also can produce novel or more efficient
approaches.22 ML algorithms can therefore make predictions that may be accurate while appearing illogical
to people. A well-known example of the power of ML is the success of Alpha Go, the DeepMind program
that beat human players at the board game Go using moves never observed in human play.23 In the security
arena, ML can be used to sort through hours of reconnaissance video images to find abnormal patterns that
should be further examined by a person.
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The Potential Risks of AI Systems
There are considerable well-documented risks involved in AI systems.24 The risks deemed the most relevant
for nuclear-weapon systems are discussed briefly here.

Data Insufficiency
Because AI systems depend on data, when robust data are not available, the systems can fail catastrophically—
sometimes referred to as “brittle failure.” In rules-based systems, failure occurs when a condition is presented
for which there is no rule provided. In ML systems, brittleness occurs when the system encounters a situation
or context for which it has not been trained. ML typically covers many more conditions than rules-based
systems if there are sufficient training data.
When an AI system will be operating in an environment that lacks comprehensive data sets, simulated
data may be added to actual data. The limitation of real-world data sets in the case of nuclear-weapons
applications necessitates that some data will need to be simulated. For example, although data exist for the
signatures associated with the launch of a ballistic missile, they may need to be augmented with simulated
data based on physical modeling of rocket combustion for newer or less tested missiles. However, in other
cases, such as failure of an early warning system, there are (fortunately) little data, and simulated data would
need to be constructed carefully to ensure completeness and accuracy.

Data Corruption
ML-based AI is particularly vulnerable to data poisoning and adversarial data spoofing. Data poisoning
attacks involve introducing training data that cause a learning system to make mistakes. Such manipulation
is often difficult to detect until after a mistake is made. Adversarial data spoofing, or inputs designed to
cause a model to make a mistake, can manipulate an AI algorithm to generate flawed predictions.25 Such
spoofing often is demonstrated by applying an imperceptible non-random perturbation to an image that
causes the AI/ML algorithm to wrongly categorize it.26
Attacks that use poisoning, misdirecting, and disabling an opponent’s systems are a known commodity of
intelligence and military operations.27 Before AI is deployed in a nuclear-weapon system, the algorithms
should be rigorously tested against data poisoning or spoofing, followed by continuous validation and
verification of the deployed systems, to ensure that an attack would be promptly identified. Test, evaluation,
validation, and verification protocols for AI systems are in the very early stages of development and need to
improve before safe application in military systems, especially those that authorize force.28

Inability to Explain or Understand Results
AI systems that use ML can produce results that are not intuitive and cannot be understood through
simple logic. For example, the mathematical parameters determined by a neural network analysis can be
determined, but the reason those parameters were derived may be impossible to establish. There is active
research, often called “explainable AI,” to better understand the underlying logic of ML systems, but this lack
of transparency remains a serious flaw.29 The inability to understand why algorithms produce specific results
is cause for concern, especially if decision makers are using the results in high-consequence applications.
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Bias
At least two types of bias exist in AI systems. One type of bias is associated with human decision makers
placing too little or too much trust in AI results, referred to as either a “trust gap” or “automation bias,”
respectively. The other type of bias is associated with inherent bias in data sets or rulemaking that is
transferred from human behavior, likely unwittingly.
Human decision makers have a complex relationship with machines30, and researchers have demonstrated
an early tendency for people not to trust AI recommendations—especially if it goes against their experience
or intuition. This is often referred to as the trust gap. Some research suggests
that over time, the opposite tends to occur, with people trusting the results of
automated decision making even when the information goes against their expert
Although still
judgment. This is often referred to as automation bias. Although still an area of
active research, it is clear that human-machine partnerships are complex and
an area of active
that any bias—whether it is overly skeptical or overly trusting—is a risk when
research, it
incorporating AI, especially in an advisory capacity.31

is clear that
human-machine
partnerships are
complex and that
any bias—whether
it is overly skeptical
or overly trusting—
is a risk when
incorporating AI,
especially in an
advisory capacity.

Inherent bias has also been found in several AI applications. For example,
Amazon’s AI hiring assistant was rejecting female applicants because most
previous hires were male.32 In the case of nuclear-weapon systems, inherent bias
or misunderstanding about an adversary or its response could be inadvertently
encoded in rules or data.

Lack of Open-Source Community
The open-source community has been essential for ML development and success.
Open-source communities, supported by companies including Microsoft, Alibaba,
Google, and Facebook, demonstrate that data are perhaps more important than
the models themselves.33

When privacy or security concerns exist, this open-source system is not as viable.
ML success in the private sector’s open-source environment may not translate to
military applications. During the development and acquisition process of an AI
system, a key concern will be understanding what feasibility is lost if feedback loops
are secret and/or slow. Whereas open-source researchers benefit from compiling
and sharing large data sets, AI in the defense community would need training data from specialized or
perhaps classified environments. Military investment in AI may struggle to develop private or classified
sharing models. The Artificial Intelligence Strategy from the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) recognizes
this challenge and articulates initiatives to address it, including forming open-mission initiatives focused
on global challenges such as disaster relief; strengthening partnerships with academia, U.S. industry, and
global partners; and engaging the open-source community.34
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Managing AI Risks through Human Involvement
In addition to well-tested, validated, and verified systems, another approach to manage AI risks is to ensure
a human is always involved. As shown in Figure 2,35 there are three types of human supervision: a human
can be in-the-loop, meaning a human will make final decisions; the human can be on-the-loop, supervising
the system and data being generated; or the human can be out-of-the loop for full autonomy.36 The proper
integration of people and machines requires considerable care, and this is another area of ongoing research.
The commitment from the United States, Russia, and China to maintain human engagement in military
and nuclear application varies in transparency and continues to evolve:
• In the United States, a 2012 DoD directive established that lethal autonomous systems must
“allow commanders and operators to exercise appropriate levels of human judgment over the use
of force.”37 Although no public statement exists regarding automated control of nuclear-weapon
systems, analysts agree the United States will maintain human-in-the-loop authority for AI/ML
systems.38 Congressional testimony in February 2020 by Gen. Terrence J. O’Shaughnessy, thencommander of NORTHCOM, advocated for human-on-the-loop instead of human-in-the-loop
for nuclear missile detection to realize the increased speed of machines compared to humans.39 All
current statements suggest that the United States will maintain human decision making for the use
of nuclear weapons for the foreseeable future, even if that person may be receiving decision support
from an AI-enabled system.
• A Russian non-proliferation researcher, Petr Topychkanov, says that “autonomy has been widely
used in [the Soviet Union and Russia’s] nuclear command-and-control, ballistic missile defence,
early-warning and now strike capabilities. But it has never replaced the human in the loop.”40 It is
Figure 2: Roles for Humans and Machines in Decision Making

Source: www.datacenterdynamics.com/en/opinions/path-ai-connected-government.
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widely believed there is human-in-the-loop authorization required before Perimeter, the Russian
semi-automated retaliation system, would launch nuclear weapons.41
• China has not publicly asserted a policy for human supervision of AI in nuclear-weapon systems.42
The Beijing AI Principles developed and endorsed by researchers and industry experts, published
in 2019, do not explicitly refer to the deployment of AI in nuclear weapon or military systems.43
However, China has suggested in general terms that it would examine the legal, ethical, and
moral implications of AI before integrating it into new political or military tools. The lack of
clear articulation regarding human involvement in nuclear command and control is nonetheless
concerning.
Relying on people to correct mistakes made by machines is not necessarily sufficient to catch or avoid errors
due to a trust gap or automation bias. However, human-machine partnerships are seen as more reliable than
humans being out of the loop.44 Machine-plus-human decision-making systems still require considerable
research to understand, optimize, and implement.
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AI Application to Nuclear Weapons and
Their Operational Systems

T

here are two broad areas where AI will likely intersect with nuclear weapons and their operational
systems in the near term to mid term:

• Nuclear Command, Control, and Communications
• Autonomous nuclear-weapon systems

These potential application areas are broken into their individual components, and this section describes
the associated benefits, risks, and implications for strategic stability.
The degree to which any of these applications of AI are being used by specific countries is evolving and
often not transparent. The United States, Russia, and China all have established a high priority for AI
research and use, and there is clear indication that AI is being explored for military as well as commercial
application in these countries and others.45 Yet the U.S. DoD Joint Artificial Intelligence Center does not
include any nuclear-related activities in its published prioritized areas of research.46 There is little opensource description of AI activities aligned with nuclear-weapon systems in either Russia or China, although
both have announced the development of new autonomous (although perhaps actually semi-autonomous)
nuclear-weapon or dual-use delivery systems. Included below is information found concerning the direct
or indirect use of AI in nuclear-weapon systems. However, most of the applications described here are
hypothesized on the basis of knowledge of AI and nuclear systems and are included to consider the possible
future uses of AI and their implications.

Nuclear Command, Control, and Communications
The potential intersection of AI with NC3 is significant and perhaps the most readily imagined and feared
intersection, due to the high consequence of automated retaliatory launch of nuclear weapons, as portrayed
in movies such as Dr. Strangelove and Wargames. For those in the nuclear field, discussion of AI in NC3
recalls the long-ambiguous Soviet system called Perimeter (alternatively spelled Perimetr), often referred to
in the West as “The Dead Hand,” the title of journalist David Hoffman’s book47 on the Cold War arms race.
There is considerable contemporary interest in the intersection of AI with NC3 because the United States
has committed to modernizing its NC3 system to account for current and future threats, and to synchronize
information across nuclear and non-nuclear command and control.48 The current U.S. NC3 system is more
than 30 years old, is made up of more than 200 individual systems,49 and was designed to counter a massive
nuclear attack from Russia. The system has been updated with more modern technology and modified over
the years to address changing adversarial conditions. In 2018, a focused modernization effort of the U.S.
NC3 enterprise was started,50 and the U.S. 2018 Nuclear Posture Review51 discusses improvements needed to
NC3 systems, including the following statement: “The United States will continue to adapt new technologies
for information display and data analysis to improve support for Presidential decision making and senior
leadership consultations.” This statement is not explicit regarding what technology or procedures may be
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deployed, but it suggests that new visual decision aids are needed and potentially hints at the potential use
of AI as a data-analysis or decision-support tool.
There are initial indications that China might incorporate AI/ML into nuclear-relevant systems, including for
improved early warning, targeting, and command and control.52 Russia’s leadership appears to be pursuing
a strategy involving increased reliance on AI and automation in nuclear and conventional command and
control.53
Four areas where AI could be used in NC3 are considered here: (1) reliable communication, (2) early
warning systems, (3) decision support, and (4) automated retaliatory launch. Some discussions of AI by
other authors separate early warning from command and control, but because they are a continuum of
capabilities and usually grouped together by the U.S. DoD, they are discussed here in the same section. Any
incorporation of AI in NC3 systems comes with benefits, risks, and implications to strategic stability.

Reliable Communication
Reliable communication is a cross-cutting element of NC3. Early warning, decision conferencing, receiving
orders, and managing and directing forces all require reliable communication links. For NC3 communication
systems to be reliable, they must remain secure and be resilient to physical attack or cyberattack. NC3
communication systems are complex with many nodes.54 As an example of the complexity, the notional
connectivity of the U.S. NC3 system is shown in Figure 3.55 AI has the potential to improve the security
Figure 3: Notional Connectivity for Nuclear Command and Control in the United States

Source: “National Command & Control: The National Military Command System (NMCS),” October 2001.
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of the communication system if used to defend against cyberattacks. It also has the potential to improve
the resilience of the communication system if used for real-time health assessment and optimization of
communication pathways.

Cybersecurity
AI could be a necessary tool to improve the cybersecurity of a modernized, digital NC3 system—although,
ironically, any AI system introduces a new vector for a cyberattack, and AI could also be used in the future
as an adversarial tool to automate cyberattacks. Both the benefits and the risks of
using AI in NC3 cybersecurity are important to consider and anticipate.
It is widely recognized that the potential for a cyberattack on an NC3 system
is significant because it is a critical node. Even systems that are believed to be
digitally unconnected to the external world, such as Perimeter or the current U.S.
NC3 system, could have vulnerabilities that could lead to an external penetration
and corruption of data or algorithms.56 In a modernized NC3 system, there
could be many digital systems, including those used to collect and transmit data
and images, to allow secure communication between locations of military and
political decision makers, and to transmit command orders.

Any AI system
must be robust
to cyberattack or
obfuscation, and if
AI is adopted too
quickly and without
cybersecurity
standards, it could
increase cyber risks.

Automated AI-enabled cybersecurity systems have been in use since at least 2005
in other applications.57 Examples of such AI-enabled, automated cyber defense
systems include spam filters, antivirus engines, heuristic intrusion-detection
mechanisms, endpoint detection, and response solutions.58 As AI advances, AI
techniques could further improve automated detection efficiency by, for example,
deploying multiple algorithms simultaneously, and they could help in attribution
by identifying patterns of behavior. Although implementation of automated
cybersecurity in nuclear systems may be proceeding at a slower pace because of high security standards and
older digital systems, using AI in NC3 systems to automate and enhance cyber threat detection and response
seems likely and maybe even necessary in a modernized NC3 system with digital capabilities. However,
even AI-enabled defense is not guaranteed to detect all attacks, especially sophisticated techniques such as
Zero-Day exploits, unless new breakthrough approaches are developed.59
Unfortunately, once AI is introduced into a cybersecurity system or any other system, there are new pathways
to exploit the system by subverting either the AI algorithms or the incoming data stream.60 Therefore, the
AI-enabled cyber-detection system design must be especially robust and constantly validated and verified
to detect any adversarial attempts to subvert the algorithms. In addition to tampering with algorithms,
adversaries could attempt to intercept and subvert images or signals to, for example, hide a missile launch. A
third party could potentially exploit AI in an NC3 system by sending fake signals or images of an incoming
missile attack as a diversionary tactic. Detecting and remedying cyberattacks on ML algorithms is made
more difficult by the underlying opacity of the machine’s decision process.61 Any AI system must be robust
to cyberattack or obfuscation, and if AI is adopted too quickly and without cybersecurity standards, it could
increase cyber risks.62
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Of significant concern going forward is the use of AI to automate cyberattacks and to power learning for
adaptive attacks.63 An AI-enabled cyberattack could, for example, increase the stealth of attacks, employing
channels with similar web addresses to that of an infected organization or taking advantage of popular
ports.64 Attackers today are trying to abuse the AI systems used by defenders, but experts believe they are
not yet successfully using AI to learn and improve attack vectors.65

Real-Time Optimization of Communication Pathways
In addition to using traditional techniques to harden communication networks, AI could play an important
role in improving the resilience and reliability of NC3 communication systems. Today, a common method
for resilience is to make sure that space, air, and terrestrial communication pathways exist for redundancy
and potential use. In the future, AI in combination with continuous network monitoring could be used to
identify the optimal communication pathway at any instant in time, including by establishing new routes
as needed. This type of resilience and reliability in communication for NC3 is especially important in crisis
scenarios.
AI use in communications is an expanding area of research,66 and it is likely such work will generate other
ways to improve communication privacy and security that also could assist in operating through contested
communications environments.

Benefits, Risks, and Strategic Stability Implications of AI for Reliable Communication
Implementing AI to improve reliable communication by enhancing cybersecurity and optimizing
communication pathways in modernized NC3 systems has potential benefits to operational performance,
as described above.
Nonetheless, additional research on managing the risk of any embedded AI system is needed. For example,
robust validation and verification methods should be established before AI incorporation in high-risk
systems. Because there is an opportunity to learn from the early application of AI for cybersecurity and
reliable communications in non-nuclear systems, it seems prudent to observe the vulnerabilities introduced
and optimize test protocols in lower-risk military applications before any application to NC3.
In general, improved cybersecurity enhances strategic stability because a country with nuclear weapons can
be reassured the system will work as planned, and any adversary will be less confident that hacking would
succeed and therefore less likely to depend on the development and deployment of cyber as a weapon.
However, strategic instability could result if AI is used effectively by one state with nuclear weapons to
increase cybersecurity or challenge AI-enabled cyber defenses and not by others. Because many of today’s
states are sophisticated cyber actors, it is likely some will deploy sophisticated cybersecurity. Therefore, in
the near term to mid term, AI-enabled cybersecurity incorporation is likely by at least some states with
nuclear weapons—and is potentially stabilizing. However, this is an area where perceptions are as important
as ground truth and where continued competition will occur unless international norms of behaviors are
adopted and adhered to by all states with nuclear weapons.
AI for real-time communication optimization in NC3 also is likely to be beneficial to strategic stability
because it helps the system operate as intended even under attack. Communication systems can be
damaged by direct attack from either nuclear or precision conventional weapons, can be damaged from
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cyberattack, or may be unintentionally damaged as collateral.67 Over the past decade or so, the probability of
a communication system attack has increased in part because of nuclear and conventional communication
systems entanglement. Additionally, current U.S. and Russian68 nuclear doctrines state that attacks on
critical infrastructure could trigger a nuclear response. However, if a communication system could quickly
recover from an attack by automatic rerouting, perhaps the probability of nuclear escalation from an NC3
attack would decrease because the damage could be managed. For these reasons, AI use to enable reliable
communication even under attack provides a buffer against quick escalation and is likely stabilizing.

Early Warning Systems
One of the five critical functions of an NC3 system is the string of three
tasks sometimes referred to as early warning: detection, warning, and attack
characterization.69 In the United States, early warning is alternatively referred to
as integrated tactical warning and attack assessment.
Early warning systems in the United States and Russia have been designed to
detect ballistic missiles by identifying launch with space-based infrared (IR)
sensors and corroborating flight trajectory with sophisticated ground-based
radars. China currently relies entirely on ground-based sensors,70 but in 2019,
Russia announced it was assisting China in developing an early warning system
that is thought to include space-based detectors.71 In space- and ground-based
dual-phenomenology systems, the faster the IR and radar signals are detected,
analyzed, and compared, the faster attack characterization can be completed, and
the more time remains for leaders to decide how to respond. However, speed
cannot sacrifice accuracy, as it is essential that detection, warning, or attack
characterization does not result in a launch under attack decision using mistaken
information.

Over the past
decade or so, the
probability of a
communication
system attack has
increased in part
because of nuclear
and conventional
communication
systems
entanglement.

In the United States, satellite detection of a possible missile launch triggers an alert
at the North American Aerospace Defense (NORAD) Command in Colorado.
There, military analysts work to confirm that the satellite detection is legitimate and corroborated by
ground-based radar, and they validate the calculations of the trajectory and expected target of the missile.72
If analysts believe the threat is authentic, the information is quickly submitted to military and political
leadership. If the threat is deemed erroneous, notification is truncated.
The data being relayed to NORAD are becoming increasingly sophisticated. For example, in the ongoing
Future Operationally Resilient Ground Evolution Mission Data Processing Application Framework
program, the missile warning satellite data collected are being merged and analyzed along with data from
other government satellites to obtain more complete awareness.73 Similarly, U.S. Upgraded Early Warning
Radars are required to be capable of detecting and tracking multiple targets that would be indicative of a
massive missile attack. The system must rapidly discriminate between vehicle types, calculate their launch
and impact points, and perform scheduling, data processing, and communications. The operation is
semi-automatic and relies on highly trained personnel for monitoring, maintenance, prioritization, and
scheduling and to serve as a final check of validity.74 The processed data from both of these systems are
relayed to NORAD, where operators generate a common operating picture, potentially already with the
help of AI.75
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In Russia, when the detection system records a missile launch alert, an automated warning is transmitted to
leadership. By a separate channel, a human operator on duty reports that an automatic warning was issued
and can submit an argument that the information should be blocked from further transmission due to a
suspected error.76 The details of the Russian data-processing capabilities are not known; however, a video
released in February 2021 for the 50th anniversary of Russia’s early warning system showed an automated
trajectory of a ballistic missile launched from the United States projected on a digital map.77 China’s early
warning detection system and notification process is not publicly disclosed, although studies indicate that
there are concerns about missing an attack (false negative) and therefore a desire
to improve the national early warning systems.78

Hypersonic
systems add to
the complexity
of early warning
because the current
ground-based radar
systems will detect
them later in their
flight, and their
maneuverability
confounds target
identification.

Complicating early warning over the past decade is the accelerated development
of hypersonic nuclear delivery systems.79 Hypersonic systems add to the
complexity of early warning because the current ground-based radar systems
will detect them later in their flight, and their maneuverability confounds target
identification. Because hypersonic systems have high temperatures when gliding,
some believe they could be tracked in flight by existing IR satellites.80 However,
it is widely believed that more space-based sensors are needed for tracking their
full flight trajectory. Some suggest a network of 24 satellites could ensure that
missiles launched from anywhere on earth would be within view of at least two
sensors for the entirety of the midcourse phase of their flights.81 The U.S. DoD
is now contemplating construction of a space sensor layer, a constellation that
would link dozens to hundreds of satellites in multiple orbits to track hypersonic
weapons while simultaneously increasing resiliency from attacks on space-based
assets. A space sensor layer will require both increased sensor capabilities and
AI for data analysis, as well as low latency communications to process data and
provide battle management recommendations to commanders.82

AI has the potential to allow today’s early warning systems designed for ballistic
missiles to be faster and more capable and may already be under development
or in limited use for some early warning functions. If new types and/or larger
numbers of sensor systems are introduced, then AI combined with the new sensors likely increases the
probability of AI being used in early warning systems.

Missile Detection and Warning
In the simplest scenario, an AI system could potentially enhance the speed and completeness of the analysis
done at the satellite and radar data sites before submission to NORAD. Additionally, AI could be used at
NORAD to fuse the two incoming data streams with other Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
(ISR) information to add to the confidence of the warning.83 It has been reported that NORAD already is
partnering with the Defense Innovation Unit to create an AI system called Pathfinder to fuse data from
military, commercial, and government sensors to help with early warning.84
However, the potential for AI to increase the speed, robustness, and ability of detection and warning
increases more significantly when AI is coupled to advanced sensor networks: ground, air, space, sea, or
undersea based. The deployment of increased numbers and types of sensors is likely over time not only
because new nuclear hypersonic missiles need to be tracked but also because sensors are getting cheaper
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and more capable and because larger sensor networks themselves are considered more resilient. With
additional sensor data, an AI system may be needed because it would be difficult for humans to process the
information in a timely manner.
If enhanced sensor systems are deployed, an AI system could, for example, incorporate all space-collected
information and make predictions, even before a ground-based radar signal is detected, to increase the
speed of warning and attack characterization. For hypersonic missiles, it also is possible that only spacebased assets would be used. Such a system might still rely on dual phenomenology but by using different
types of space-based sensors instead of IR space and radar ground sensing.
Similarly, AI could improve detection robustness by, for example, comparing the IR signature detected with
IR signatures from other known missile launches at the location detected to validate a credible launch. Also,
AI-augmented ISR could combine satellite sensor data, other sensor data, and intelligence data to prove,
question, or refute the probability of launch and potential trajectory or target.
With an increased number or types of sensors and AI analytics, the flight path for hypersonic missiles
could be tracked in close-to-real time, although the desire is to both track and predict the path and target
as quickly as possible. To predict hypersonic missile trajectories and likely targets, an AI system trained
on possible missile types and their associated flight characteristics could match the possible trajectories,
including potential manuevers, to probable high-value targets. For hypersonic nuclear-capable missiles,
there is little data available for use in machine learning. In the absence of data collection from large test
programs, design information and accurate models of hypersonic missile flight would be needed to create
synthetic data. Even if synthetic data can be created, it is still no substitute for access to large amounts
of real-world data to build robust and successful algorithms.85 Once trained, the AI system could use an
observed flight to anticipate possible remaining flight trajectories and potential targets. The longer that
flight data are obtained, the better chance an AI system will have for accurate prediction. However, the
longer the system takes to predict a target, the less time there is for a decision maker to consider a response.
The proper balance would require careful consideration.
Considerable effort is required to realize an AI capability for hypersonic flight tracking, including getting
the right constellations of space-based sensors in orbit, increased understanding of the flight characteristics
of the missiles, and AI system training using sparse real-world data combined with simulated data. The
full range of capabilities is not likely to be deployed soon, but an AI system could advance from a relatively
simple deployment to a more sophisticated system as technologies are developed, tested, and put into
service.
Regardless of whether the detection and warning system aims to detect only ballistic missiles or both
ballistic and hypersonic missiles, a well-trained AI system, especially one processing data from a larger
sensor array, could be better and faster than people at discriminating between incoming missiles and other
objects or noise present in the environment or between a nuclear and conventional warhead.86
Finally, in addition to increasing the speed, robustness, and ability of early warning, AI may have other
benefits in detection and sensor systems. For example, AI-enabled error pattern detection may provide
information about a faulty warning system and whether or how it might be remedied.87 Machine learning
could be used to diagnose failures in sensor systems or to optimize data from a given number of sensors.
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Prelaunch Detection
Using AI with advanced satellite-based imagery systems (likely different sensors than deployed for missile
detection and warning described above) also creates the possibility to detect prelaunch activities for groundmobile missiles that have been difficult to uncover. One unclassified news report suggests such a system
is under development in the United States.88 However, there is a possibility that countries being observed
could develop “AI camouflage” to prevent AI from finding a hidden object more easily than hiding it from
a human analyst.89 Additionally, with continued advancement of sea-based sensors, it is conceivable that
the ability to locate submarines could be developed, although there are still many technical obstacles to
overcome before this is realized.90 The potential to detect ground mobile missile launch preparation and/or
location is a concern, especially to China and North Korea,91 because they rely on ground mobile missiles
for the survivability of their nuclear forces, although both are reportedly working on the capability for
submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs). Russia also has a significant mobile ICBM force in addition
to silo-based ICBMs and SLBMs. A sober analysis of mobile missile detection by Paul Bracken, an expert on
the strategic application of technology in defense and business, suggests that AI along with other advancing
technology will produce a new arms race.92 The possibility of transparent oceans is of concern to military
powers that rely on submarine-launched nuclear missiles for survivability, especially those that rely on
narrow channels for departure or access.

Attack Characterization
The United States, and perhaps other states with early warning systems, already has sophisticated
capabilities to characterize ballistic missile attack. In the United States, ground stations for IR satellites and
ground radar installations analyze trajectories and targets and relay that information to NORAD. In some
cases, other relevant information, such as data from other satellites or ISR information, is combined with
ballistic missile tracking to form a complete operational picture and corroborate or question the incoming
information. Experts expect that AI will continue to be explored for data fusion and to increase the speed
and confidence of corroboration.93
In a case in which an IR satellite sensor detects launch from a site where launch preparation has been observed,
attack characterization analysis could begin and/or a warning alert could be sent before confirmatory
detection by other sensors is obtained. This would give leaders the maximum amount of decision time, and
confirmatory signals and updated analysis could be relayed while decision making and communication
were already underway. If the confirmatory signals did not validate the suspected trajectory or target, then
the decision options could be adjusted in the face of the possibly that a false alarm had been triggered.

Benefit, Risk, and Strategic Stability Implications of AI in Early Warning Systems
There are two significant benefits offered by AI in early warning systems: the ability to quickly fuse and
analyze data from early warning sensors and other military, commercial, or government sensors; and the
potential to distinguish, in real time, nuclear weapons from conventional missiles, decoys, or unexpected
phenomena or objects. If a greater number of sensors is deployed, AI could provide additional benefits,
potentially including faster warning of ballistic or hypersonic missile approach and attack characterization,
observation of prelaunch activity, and continuous assessment of system health.
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A significant risk for AI application in early warning is that it generates erroneous information, as training
data are relatively sparse and tests to obtain data are limited and expensive. It may be hard for a human-inthe-loop to notice an error in the AI-produced results or for humans to develop independent results in the
needed time frames. To avoid decision making based on incorrect information, the AI systems deployed
should be transparent and understandable as well as continuously tested, validated, and verified. Such
transparent, understandable AI systems do not yet exist, and neither do test protocols for validation and
verification.
Strategic stability has long been thought to improve when decision time—
currently limited to about 15 minutes for an ICBM attack—is increased for
countries that might consider launch under attack. Faster early warning systems
are not the only or necessarily the best means to increase decision time,94 and
nonetheless, AI-enabled early warning is one method to increase decision time.
Strategic stability also could improve when a more complete or accurate picture
of attack is provided in a timely manner. Therefore, when AI is used with current
early warning systems, it is likely stabilizing if the risks are managed.
However, when AI is used with advanced sensor networks, the ability to more
rapidly and accurately provide early detection and warning and/or to observe
prelaunch preparations each has complex strategic stability implications, and the
combination of the two has additional stability implications.

An enhanced sensor
system coupled
with AI could
be designed and
deployed to detect,
track, and predict
the target of missiles
more accurately and
faster than today’s
IR satellite and
ground-based radar
systems.

An enhanced sensor system coupled with AI could be designed and deployed to
detect, track, and predict the target of missiles more accurately and faster than
today’s IR satellite and ground-based radar systems. Although the improvement
in speed or robustness of detection may be modest for ballistic missiles, it is a
significant improvement for new hypersonic missiles that are detected by groundbased radar late in their trajectory. To examine the strategic stability implications
of tracking hypersonic missiles, the reasons to have hypersonic missiles and
the reason to fear hypersonic missiles must be considered. To date, the primary
reason that Russia claims to be interested in nuclear-tipped hypersonic missiles is to evade U.S. missile
defenses. Therefore, the ability of the U.S. to track hypersonic missiles would likely be seen by Russia as
destabilizing because it would be viewed as an element of missile interception. However, the United States
views the Russian hypersonic systems as a threat that delays early warning. Therefore, the U.S. ability to
track hypersonic missiles would be seen as providing more early warning time and therefore would be
stabilizing.

Alternatively, or in addition to an AI-enabled sensor system for detection and tracking, an AI-enabled
advanced satellite-based imagery system could be designed to observe prelaunch preparation. Observing
prelaunch preparation would give decision makers advance notice for response, and this attribute could
be seen as stabilizing. However, the fear of prelaunch detection could cause countries with small arsenals
to adopt a first use or launch-on-warning posture out of fear of losing their second-strike capability. These
countries also could feel a need to expand their arsenals. Therefore, a prelaunch detection capability to
observe mobile missiles would be seen as destabilizing.
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If AI-enabled sensor systems were in place that both could improve the ability to track missiles and observe
launch preparation or movement of mobile missiles, it could be seriously destabilizing. Each of the advances
is leading to new capabilities and new fears about the ability to detect and intercept incoming missiles, to
secure second-strike capabilities, and to increase the speed of detection and warning. Therefore, although
there are some stabilizing attributes of AI-enabled new sensor systems, the combination of new nuclear
delivery technologies with new sensors and AI technology could drive crisis and arms race instability.

A Race Toward Instability?
In a new and largely unchecked contest to try to protect themselves and outdo one another, the
United States and Russia are poised to introduce a host of new technologies that could trigger a new
nuclear arms race.
Here is the scenario: Hypersonic missiles are being developed by Russia to evade U.S. missile defense
and provide them with a secure second strike. In response, the United States is considering the
development of new sensor systems to better track missiles because hypersonic weapons complicate
early warning, and the United States wants to avoid an attack that is undetected or detected with
little time to act. The new U.S. sensor system may generate so much information that an AI capability
will be needed to provide analysis to decision makers.
Consider the following implications and questions:
• The AI-enabled sensor system the United States may develop would be effective or perceived
to be effective at both early warning and tracking missiles for interception. That might
prompt Russia to seek additional ways to penetrate missile defense.
• Russia already is developing an underwater nuclear torpedo as an alternative to hypersonic
glide vehicles. Will the United States respond by developing and deploying new underwater
sensors? Will the underwater sensor systems advance to be able to detect submarines that
carry nuclear weapons and threaten assured second strike from SLBMs?
• Will all states with nuclear weapons seek to deploy new sensors and AI? What are the new
vulnerabilities, and how will they affect nuclear crisis stability?
• Will the missile tracking sensor/AI system prove so effective that an imaging version is
developed for observing movement of land-based mobile missiles? Will that be destabilizing
vis-a-vis Russia?
• Will China move to a launch-on-warning posture? Will China and North Korea further
increase their stockpiles? What else might they do to assure second-strike capabilities? Are
we already observing these changes?
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Perhaps the most stabilizing element of AI with advanced sensors is the ability to distinguish an actual
nuclear-weapon attack from a conventional attack or unexpected phenomenon or object. However, even this
is nuanced as it also could improve missile defense by facilitating faster and more accurate differentiation
between decoys and actual missiles.
Ultimately, AI application to early warning systems might improve strategic stability if used with today’s
space-based sensors and radars by combining collected data with other information to provide more
comprehensive situational awareness and potentially more time and data for decision making. It also may
allow for the ability to distinguish between nuclear and other types of missiles or objects. However, AI use in
early warning systems that are enhanced by increasing the number and/or types of sensors will complicate
the strategic stability calculus. Employing AI with advanced sensors for early warning should be done
cautiously both to lower the risk of AI system failure and to ensure that strategic stability consequences are
taken into account.

Decision Support
NC3 systems have three primary functions: situation assessment, course-of-action development and
evaluation, and direction of force. These three functions often occur iteratively.95 Early warning along with
force management are the primary elements of situation assessment. Course-of-action development and
evaluation includes nuclear planning and decision-making conferencing and requires the best decisionsupport tools possible. This section discusses how course-of-action development and evaluation could
take advantage of AI by providing better decision-support tools, including tools to help with situational
awareness (apart from early warning) and response options.
China has been specific about its interest in using AI technologies to support command decision making
with decision-assistance systems.96 The United States and Russia97 have been explicit about developing
decision-support tools, and both have employed situational awareness and response option tools to some
extent in ongoing conventional battles.

Situational Awareness
An increasingly coveted use of AI in military applications involves providing situational awareness on the
battlefield to support decision making.98 AI is particularly good at situational awareness due to its ability
to perform data mining (collect information), data fusion (combine information), front-line analysis (find
trends, patterns, and anomalies), and predictive analysis (suggest new patterns).99 Because ISR is increasingly
being done with images and video collected from drones or other uninhabited vehicles, AI is especially
useful to process the data quickly and highlight frames of interest for people to examine more closely.
Project Maven, an AI experiment undertaken by the U.S. DoD in 2017, is one example of an AI application
of this sort.100 Additionally, situational awareness is becoming increasingly necessary due to the evolving
nature of warfare in which, for example, a nuclear conflict could be preceded by, or conducted in parallel
with, cyber info101 and conventional conflicts. Other types of weapons of mass destruction, such as chemical
or biological weapons, also could be deployed in certain cases. As a result, there is a growing interest among
military leaders in using the best situational awareness tools available for hybrid conflict scenarios.
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In 2020, Gen. John Hyten, who serves as vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said that the updated
U.S. NC3 and the new conventional forces Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2) system will
be interfaced: “NC3 will also operate in things that are separate from JADC2 because of the unique nature
of the nuclear business, but it will operate in significant elements of JADC2. Therefore, NC3 has to inform
JADC2 and JADC2 has to inform NC3.”102 It is widely believed that JADC2 will
incorporate AI to provide situational awareness in time frames that are relevant.103
Whether or not AI is used directly in U.S. NC3, there likely will be an interface to
a system that is employing AI for situational awareness. Also, as mentioned in the
It is not clear
preceding section on early warning, AI already may be in development or early
whether AI is
use for fusing data from early warning and other government and commercial
needed to develop
satellites.

response options
beyond situational
awareness. A RAND
study concluded
that AI is less likely
to be implemented
directly into NC3,
but computer
programs,
simulations, and
data analysis can
still quickly provide
options for human
decision makers to
consider.

In Russia, the Moscow-based National Defense Control Center (NDCC) was
inaugurated in 2014 as a centralized command post for assessing global threats
and initiating whatever military action is deemed necessary, whether nuclear or
non-nuclear. The NDCC is designed to collect information on adversary moves
from multiple sources and provide senior officers with guidance on possible
responses.104 The NDCC is touted to host a supercomputer made only with Russian
computer components with three times more computing power and 15 times
more storage capacity than the Pentagon.105 More recently, Russia has announced
that AI will be introduced for decision making during an NDCC upgrade.106
China has revealed systems aimed to fulfill a range of operations, including joint
theater operations and global surveillance and strike. These systems provide
multisource fusion and comprehensive integration of information and are
intended to eventually provide all-domain operations. Due to the scarcity of
open-source information on China’s military data collection and analysis system,
it is difficult to assess its capability or maturity.107

Response Options

It is not clear whether AI is needed to develop response options beyond situational
awareness. A RAND study concluded that AI is less likely to be implemented
directly into NC3, but computer programs, simulations, and data analysis can still
quickly provide options for human decision makers to consider.108 As mentioned
earlier in this paper, the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review said that advanced
technologies would be explored to support decision makers, and such advanced technology could be as
obvious as display techniques to visualize possible courses of action or as esoteric as using AI technologies
to predict the risks involved in possible response scenarios.
Risk investigation requires determining the impact of military action, whether nuclear or non-nuclear, and
possible adversary responses and their impact through repeated cycles. For example, in a nuclear response
scenario, the impact could be determined through calculation of the consequences of nuclear use, including
blast, radiation, and other effects, with real-time parameters, such as weather and population densities
along with target characteristics. Such calculations are very sophisticated but would not necessarily need
AI. However, other elements of the response scenario might benefit from AI. For example, a sophisticated
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and well-trained AI system could play against itself to predict the next several steps that could occur in a
conflict. If AI training like this is possible and produces reliable results, the AI system could help decision
makers by performing risk calculations.109

Benefits, Risks, and Strategic Stability Implications of AI in Decision Support
AI-aided situational awareness could provide a more complete and timely picture of the operating
environment. This knowledge could be stabilizing because it could alleviate pressure to use nuclear weapons
if the system determined, for example, that a massive attack was not underway but panic was occurring
through social media escalation. Risk-informed, AI-aided response-option generation would go further by
providing not only situational awareness but evaluation of how actions might affect conflict escalation and
therefore provide clearer escalation-ladder options to avoid a nuclear exchange.
However, there is a risk that incorrect analysis could be elevated from conventional force situational
awareness tools to a modern NC3 system. Approaches that quickly and thoroughly validate information
exchanged between systems is essential. It also is possible that algorithms could mischaracterize whether
actions are linked or independent, so learning and understanding human-machine partnerships and trust
relationships would be essential. Additionally, people would require new training with these systems to
avoid automation bias or destabilizing actions while benefiting from their analytical power. If carefully
implemented, AI-enabled situational awareness could solve one of the fastest-growing challenges today:
processing all available information in a short time to make good decisions.

Automated Retaliatory Launch
The final element of NC3 is direction of the force that raises the issue of whether an automated retaliatory
launch option is desired. The specter of automated nuclear weapon retaliatory launch has been viewed
simultaneously as risky and potentially stabilizing—risky because weapons could be launched by machine
error and potentially stabilizing because of the lower likelihood that a nuclear attack would be initiated if
retaliation was known to be automated, swift, and certain. That said, U.S. decision makers have determined
that the devastating consequences of accidental nuclear war outweigh reliance on retaliatory launch without
people in the loop.
However, there have been three primary considerations that keep automated retaliatory launch, with or
without a human-in-the-loop, as an option that some states with nuclear weapons might see as beneficial:
1. Concern that a leader with sole authority to authorize nuclear launch could be killed or lose
contact before a retaliatory strike is ordered.
The fear of losing communication with the leader(s) responsible for authorizing a nuclear
counterstrike was the motivation behind the only known automated nuclear retaliatory launch
system, Perimeter, which was deployed in 1986 in the Soviet Union. Relatively recent publications
by Russian authors have somewhat clarified the Perimeter system.110 It was designed to be used if a
network of sensors detected nuclear detonations in the Soviet Union and communication with Soviet
leadership was lost. Unless deactivated in a specified period, Perimeter would transfer nuclear launch
authority to duty officers in an underground bunker who could launch communication rockets that
beam launch codes to hardened missile silos.111 Current descriptions report that Perimeter is now
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the Russian back-up NC3 system to the primary NC3 system “Kazbek,” the Combat Management
Automated System of the Nuclear Strategic Forces. Perimeter’s capabilities and characteristics are
unknown, but some unconfirmed media reports claim it uses some level of AI.112
An alternative approach to automated retaliatory launch, called “decide under attack,” has been
proposed by retired Admiral James Winnefeld.113 In this proposal, the U.S. president would decide
while missiles were thought to be in flight what he or she wanted done if nuclear explosions began
and he or she were killed. The response would not be conducted until multiple nuclear explosions
were confirmed and a number of hours had elapsed.114
2. Concern that a nation’s second-strike capabilities are at risk from a first strike and must be
launched quickly before being struck.115
If a state perceives its nuclear arsenal to be at risk from an adversarial first strike, a leader may
be required to make a “use or lose” decision, especially if their nuclear force is small and/or not
hardened. Second-strike vulnerability could increase as sensors and AI systems advance (as
discussed in the previous section on prelaunch detection), raising concerns that mobile ICBMs and
perhaps SLBMs could become more vulnerable to attack.116 States that do not have sophisticated
NC3 or states that may be concerned about their second-strike capability may choose to develop
automated retaliatory launch to act quickly as opposed to relying on vulnerable communication
channels to ensure fast response.
3. Belief that the speed of war requires automated response.117
Military educators Adam Lowther and Curtis McGiffin argue that recent technological trends add
a new justification for considering automated retaliatory launch capabilities. They recommend
the United States “develop a system based on artificial intelligence, with predetermined response
decisions, that detects, decides, and directs strategic forces with such speed that the attack-time
compression challenge does not place the United States in an impossible position.”118 This argument
highlights the inherent tension between human-in-the-loop policies and AI’s main value added—
its automatic, faster-than-human response to threats.119
These considerations suggest automated retaliatory launch will not be completely dismissed despite its
recognizable dangers. In the first two scenarios described above, an AI system would help ensure launch. In
the third scenario, Lowther and McGiffin suggest targets would be predetermined; however, an AI system
can be envisioned that would both help ensure launch and dynamically select targets. These capabilities
present serious risks as well as potential benefits.

Assured Launch
For automated nuclear weapon launch against a preplanned target(s), an AI system could be used to control
the sequence and timing of events, with or without human involvement. AI also potentially could provide
a redundant system in case of unexpected actions from a human-controlled system or offer escape options
if something doesn’t go as planned.
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Target Selection
It is imaginable over the longer term that an AI system could be used to optimize target selection just prior
to launch. Such a system would rely on real-time early warning and/or other sensor information to select
either the attack plan most likely to be successful (for example, not likely to be defeated by missile defenses)
or the attack plan that would achieve the most important military objectives. This type of target analysis
also is useful in a decision-support system that provides options for people to consider. An AI system does
not require decision makers to contemplate the realities, it simply works to optimize the attack as quickly
as possible.

Benefits, Risks, and Strategic Stability Implications of AI in Automated Retaliatory
Launch
Automated retaliatory launch has the highest risk of all the AI applications to NC3 because failure could
result in a nuclear attack. The risk seems extraordinarily high for a system without a human-in-the loop,
even if such systems have the full benefit of machine speed and autonomy. It is difficult to justify why a
nuclear war would be better fought at machine speed, especially because nuclear
weapons are meant primarily as a deterrent.
Even an AI-enabled automated launch system with a human-in-the-loop has
significant risks. Critics argue that the proposal for a U.S. “Dead Hand” would
increase the risk of nuclear use due to automation bias and unknown problems
that may be associated with simulated data.120 Vulnerabilities within Russia’s
Perimeter system could lead to high-consequence mistakes. For instance, risk
researcher and RAND contributor Anthony Barrett suggests that Perimeter could
misconstrue and misattribute data caused by a meteorite strike to detonations
from a U.S. nuclear attack or that the system could launch nuclear weapons at
the United States if communication lines were severed during a terrorist attack.121

Summary of AI in NC3 Systems

Automated
retaliatory launch
has the highest
risk of all the AI
applications to NC3
because failure
could result in a
nuclear attack.

There are many possible uses of AI in modernized NC3 systems. It seems
inevitable that some of these applications will be considered by one or more states
with nuclear weapons and will likely be implemented when the benefits are perceived to outweigh the risks.
Hopefully, before AI systems are implemented, research will have been done to improve transparency and
explainability; lower the risk of failure; establish robust testing, validation, and verification procedures; and
engineer fail-safe approaches. Ideally, the technical risks will also be lowered by agreement on international
norms and standards before significant AI implementation.
The AI applications that seem most likely to be implemented by well-resourced states with nuclear weapons
are cybersecurity and decision support (including within early warning systems and between nuclear and
conventional command and control) because they could improve complex tasks and enhance strategic
stability with manageable risks. AI in early warning systems with enhanced sensor networks and automated
retaliatory launch have multifaceted stability considerations, and automated retaliatory launch could have
grave consequences if an error occurs. International norms of behavior or policy declarations about the use
of AI in nuclear-weapon systems would be beneficial to increase transparency and manage perceptions even
in the applications with the potential to improve stability and with relatively low risks, such as cybersecurity.
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Autonomous Nuclear Weapon Systems
Lethal autonomous weapons are weapon systems that can identify, select, and engage a target without
meaningful human control.122 Such weapons are software controlled and do not maintain contact with
human operators allowing them to act on their own and potentially maintain longer operational lifetimes
without risking communication jamming or interference.
By this definition, there are no lethal autonomous nuclear weapons or associated delivery vehicles today. For
instance, even though ballistic missiles do not communicate with humans once launched and, in some cases,
have a modest level of autonomy to maintain their ballistic flight trajectories, they are not fully autonomous
weapon systems because they have preselected and preprogrammed targets and a predetermined course.
Similarly, aircraft and submarines that carry nuclear weapons are human-operated nuclear-weapon delivery
systems from which nuclear weapons are launched with a preselected target and predetermined trajectory.
To be considered fully autonomous, a nuclear-weapon system would need to have capabilities that don’t
exist in today’s nuclear-weapon systems or in many other military or commercial systems. Full autonomy
would include the ability to change trajectory, detect and avoid obstacles or interceptors, automatically
identify a target, loiter, or return “home” without human engagement.
Although technical progress in autonomous vehicles has been impressive in both the commercial and
military sectors, significant hardware and software challenges remain. These include the need to develop
energy-efficient computers that store large amounts of data and are very fast and latency-free communication
pathways between sensors and computational systems to enable real-time decision making. Despite
advances, today’s algorithms still face challenges reliably identifying objects, responding in real-time,
planning and controlling routes in the absence of GPS, and defending against cyberattacks.123 These same
challenges exist to different degrees for missiles, drones, robots, and self-driving vehicles. As a result, AI
military research is underway to improve important elements such as navigation, guidance, and targeting.
For conventional missile systems, research aims to allow “terrain-hugging” without collisions.124 Because of
the technical challenges, systems in use today in both the commercial and military sectors tend to be semiautonomous (remotely controlled or human-assisted) rather than fully autonomous.

Semi-Autonomous Nuclear Weapon and Military Activities in the United States,
Russia, and China
The following section describes activities in the United States, Russia, and China on semi-autonomous
military and nuclear-weapon systems and analyzes the potential benefits, risks, and stability implications if
semi- or fully-autonomous nuclear-weapon systems were deployed.

United States
All statements to date are clear that the United States does not plan to introduce autonomy into nuclearweapon delivery vehicles or nuclear weapons. There is a plan to have optional autonomy for the future nuclearcapable B-21 heavy bomber,125 but only non-nuclear missions will be autonomous; all nuclear missions will
be under human control.126 The B-21 Raider is being designed to have sufficient on-board reconnaissance,
targeting, and self-defense features to accomplish missions in the most hostile environments.
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The non-nuclear military applications of autonomy in the United States provide a sense of technology
maturity and direction. The United States has deployed drones for ISR and precision strike missions with
human-in-the-loop control. Currently, the United States is developing autonomous or optionally humancontrolled aerial vehicles including electronic warfare aircraft, supply helicopters, wingman aircraft,
as well as the long-range bomber. The United States is also developing sea-based autonomous systems
including mid- and large-scale surface ships, and underwater vehicles, including extra-large submarines.127
Additionally, semi-autonomous ground vehicles have been deployed to follow soldiers or vehicles and
accomplish independent tasks. In the future, these ground vehicles are intended to be more—and perhaps
fully—autonomous.128 The United States is conducting research for applying AI to
hypersonic missiles for more sophisticated autonomy.129 Multiple U.S. programs
aim to develop swarming drones—both air and underwater. The swarming
Due to the high
initiatives may force the creation of fully autonomous military systems because
130
they cannot effectively swarm and be controlled by human operators. The
consequences of
autonomous systems being developed in the United States are aimed at far less
failure of a nuclearconsequential applications than nuclear-weapon systems.

Russia
President Putin announced in March 2018 that Russia was developing two
autonomous nuclear-weapon delivery vehicles: a nuclear-powered underwater
vehicle called Poseidon (sometimes called Status-6 or Kanyon) and a nuclearpowered cruise missile referred to as “Burevestnik.”131 The degree of autonomy
intended for these systems remains unclear and undisclosed. The Russian nuclear
hypersonic boost-glide vehicle, Avangard, could have some limited autonomy but
is not believed to have full or sophisticated autonomy at this time.

powered cruise
missile carrying a
nuclear weapon, the
autonomous system
must be particularly
robust and well
tested, and it would
have to be able to
fail in a safe manner.

It is unclear whether the Poseidon autonomous underwater vehicle would
have a preprogrammed underwater route or would be capable of detecting and
maneuvering around natural or man-made underwater obstacles in its longdistance course without human control. If AI is used in its navigation, the issue
of power-intensive computing may be alleviated because it is powered by a
compact nuclear reactor. However, significant sensors, training data, and algorithm development would
be needed and would make the weapon significantly more flexible. Regarding Poseidon’s ability to locate
and track targets, its large nuclear yield suggests that it is not meant to be a precise weapon whether used
on U.S. infrastructure, coastal cities, or carrier groups. Therefore, it is likely launched with a predetermined
detonation location. Although not verified, it appears the Poseidon is probably semi-autonomous.
The Burevestnik cruise missile is generally believed to be in an earlier phase of development than Poseidon
due to the additional difficulties of developing a nuclear power system and an associated engine that is
lightweight, compact, and safe enough to fly. Burevestnik was announced as having the ability to stay
aloft for days and potentially loiter or change course. Sensors, data, and algorithms will be needed for safe
autonomous flight. Due to the high consequences of failure of a nuclear-powered cruise missile carrying
a nuclear weapon, the autonomous system must be particularly robust and well tested, and it would have
to be able to fail in a safe manner. There is no open-source detail about the autonomous technology for
Burevestnik.
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Russia’s non-nuclear military drones and autonomous vehicles are generally perceived to lag U.S. and
Chinese development. However, as displayed at the Army-2020 Forum in Moscow, Russia has mounted
a concerted effort to catch up on attack and ISR drone capabilities.132 Furthermore, Russia has focused
autonomy investments on systems that can help soldiers counter the physical, cognitive, and operational
challenges of urban warfare.133 Of note is the use of unmanned ground vehicles, ISR drones, and situational
awareness tools. Russia also has reportedly built a combat module for unattended ground vehicles that is
capable of autonomous target identification—and potentially, target engagement—and plans to develop
a suite of AI-enabled autonomous systems.134 In Syria, Russia has battle-tested
unmanned aerial vehicles for electronic warfare and new night-sensor systems.
Finally, Russia remains interested in exoskeleton warfighting robots. Russia
appears to be focusing autonomy investments on urban warfare and nuclearChina’s interest
weapon delivery vehicles.

in military AI
and autonomy
is wide-ranging
and documented
in a number of
published plans.
However, regarding
autonomy applied
to nuclear weapons,
China’s intent is
unstated.

China
China’s interest in military AI and autonomy is wide-ranging and documented in
a number of published plans.135 However, regarding autonomy applied to nuclear
weapons, China’s intent is unstated. There is wide speculation that China’s DF-ZF
hypersonic glide vehicle could be dual-capable and at least partially autonomous,
although neither has been confirmed by Chinese officials.136 The DF-ZF has been
tested and displayed with the DF-17 medium-range ICBM and there is speculation
that the DF-ZF could be carried by other medium- or long-range ICBMs.

Because of the lack of open-source information regarding China’s nuclear
program, it is necessary to assess potential autonomy in nuclear-weapon systems
by exploring other military development. Activities in China that might be dual
use include AI use to enable (1) improved autonomy in control and targeting
of cruise missiles, (2) more precise and autonomous control of hypersonic glide
vehicles, and (3) autonomous flight control of long-range unmanned aerial
systems.137 In addition to the DF-ZF hypersonic glide vehicle, there is some
evidence to support the use of AI for autonomy in the GJ-11 Sharp Sword stealth
combat air vehicle, the CJ-20 air-launched cruise missile, the YJ-100 subsonic anti-ship missile, the HSU001 extra-large underwater vehicle, and the CJ-10 land attack cruise missile.138

China has engaged in significant efforts in asymmetric autonomous operations in the space and cyber
domains, as well as autonomous vehicles and swarming. Research on various types of air, sea, undersea,
and land autonomous vehicles is ongoing, with a specific interest in swarming capabilities. An AI-enabled
swarm of more than 1,000 vehicles was demonstrated in a 2017 Chinese airshow, and a media report
after the demonstration showed a computer simulation of a large swarm finding and destroying a missile
launcher.139 In 2021, a swarm of more than 3,000 vehicles was demonstrated.140
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Benefits, Risks, and Stability Implications of Autonomous Nuclear Weapon
Systems
At this time, the greatest operational benefit provided by autonomy for nuclear-weapon systems appears to
be maneuverability to provide longer unmanned routes while avoiding missile defenses or obstacles. Over
time, more interest could develop in autonomously identifying and pursuing mobile targets such as carrier
groups.
However, autonomous nuclear weapons or delivery systems come with significant risk. Autonomous systems
today are being developed in parallel with or before establishing test, evaluation, validation, and verification
protocols; risk evaluation approaches; or fail-safe techniques. In addition, autonomous systems could be
at higher risk of manipulation through adversarial cyber hacking or spoofing. Cyberattacks could target
navigation sensors or communication paths.141 Spoofing by sending false GPS coordinates is known to be
able to alter drone flight path,142 and GPS- or radar-jamming technologies are cheap and technologically
simple.143 States with nuclear weapons will have to decide on the acceptable risk of introducing AI as the
technology matures. States willing to assume more risk may introduce AI in their systems sooner.
A potentially stabilizing element of autonomous nuclear-weapon delivery systems may be increased
confidence in secure second strike due to the ability to go undetected by maneuvering during delivery, for
example, using ground-hugging techniques or deep undersea routes. Such maneuverability also increases
the cost of an adversary’s missile defense system. Additionally, nuclear-weapon systems that can more
precisely and dynamically locate targets could reduce the requirements for number and yield of nuclear
weapons needed to achieve the intended deterrent or military effects.
The unpredictability of autonomous nuclear-weapon systems tends to offset any potential stabilizing
benefits, however. With maneuverability, longer range, and features such as loitering, adversaries will not
be able to predict attack characteristics and may be more likely to assume the worst and potentially escalate.
Combined with risks associated with cyberattacks or other failures, fully autonomous nuclear-weapon
systems are particularly worrisome.
Although it is impossible to predict whether, when, or how AI-based autonomy will be introduced into
nuclear-weapon delivery systems or nuclear weapons, it is likely that improved maneuverability and
autonomous target recognition will be perceived as beneficial and at least partially incorporated over time.
Fully autonomous nuclear-weapon delivery systems or nuclear weapons will take longer to develop and are
much riskier to deploy. Fully autonomous systems may become more attractive if deployed air- and spacedefenses improve substantially and/or as stockpiles become smaller.
Given the implications for stability and increased nuclear risks in fully autonomous systems, a ban on fully
autonomous systems should be considered. In a ban agreement, provisions could be provided to allow
certain semi-autonomy as the technology is better understood and proven. Nuclear policy experts Jessica
Cox and Heather Williams144 have suggested banning or limiting fully autonomous, nuclear-armed weapons
systems that cannot be recalled or redirected in a crisis. This proposal based on recallability may deserve
consideration as technology matures and is better understood, but until then it seems prudent and likely
more verifiable to agree to a ban on fully autonomous systems.
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Comparative Analysis of AI Applications to Nuclear Weapons and
Their Operational Systems
Figure 4 provides a comparative visual representation of the risks, benefits, and strategic stability
implications of the various AI applications to nuclear weapons and their operational systems. As seen in
the figure, in NC3 systems, the most beneficial and stabilizing application of AI with the least risk is to
employ it to ensure reliable communication; the highest-risk and most destabilizing application is related
to automated retaliatory launch. Fully autonomous nuclear-weapon systems also are seen as highly risky
and destabilizing, although some operational benefits could be gained. AI-supported decision-support
systems and early warning systems have real benefits but their risks and stability implications should be
closely considered if they are developed for use in nuclear-weapon systems. Any application of AI needs
more research, test, and evaluation to lower the risk of failure before use in nuclear-weapon systems, and
verification, validation, and fail-safe approaches need to be developed.
Figure 4: Relative Benefit, Risk, and Impact on Strategic Stability of
AI Applications to Nuclear Weapons and Their Operational Systems

Benefit

Reliable
Communication:
Cyber,
Communication
Path Optimization

Decision
Support:
Situational
Awareness,
Early Warning:
Response
Missile Detection,
Options
Pre-launch
Detection, Attack
Characterization

Fully
Autonomous
Systems
Automated
Retaliatory
Launch

Risk
Note: The impact on strategic stability is indicated by the color of the application box, with green being the most
likely to have a stabilizing effect, yellow and orange indicate careful consideration for impact on stability, and red is
most likely to have a destabilizing effect.

AI Applications in Other Areas Related to the Nuclear Enterprise
Beyond the AI applications that directly interface with nuclear weapons and their operational systems,
there are potential applications in other areas that support or relate to nuclear weapons and the nuclear
enterprise. Of particular note are AI applications to war gaming and planning, physical security systems
for nuclear weapons or special nuclear materials, missile defense, and monitoring nuclear proliferation and
arms control agreements. These four areas are not covered in detail as they have less impact on nuclear
strategic stability.
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A significant benefit for AI could be realized in monitoring nuclear proliferation and arms control
agreements. Other areas with clear benefits and manageable risk are war-gaming and planning and physical
security systems. AI application to missile defense has benefits, but it could escalate an offense-defense arms
race.

AI for War-Gaming and Planning
War-gaming supported by advances in computer graphics and AI has been prioritized by both
U.S. and Chinese military leadership.145 Although AI can enhance the immersive experience in
war-gaming, tailor games to individuals, and record actions for learning objectives, its real power
for war-gaming and planning is to test new AI tools in a simulated operational environment, train
with new AI tools, and explore human-machine interactions in data-driven decision making and
operations. Introducing AI-on-AI games also can assist the development of new concepts, risk
calculations, and strategies for planning purposes. Ideally, AI incorporation into war-gaming and
planning will reinforce the high consequence of nuclear use.

AI for Physical Security of Nuclear Weapons and Materials
Physical security systems used to protect nuclear weapons and special nuclear materials from theft
or sabotage need to continuously improve and adjust to changing security threats, such as cyber
incursions and overhead drone attacks.146 Innovative technology also is needed to improve the
efficiency and responsiveness of guard forces.
AI could provide beneficial new capabilities to help monitor the perimeter and interior camera,
video, and sensor systems commonly used for physical security to trigger indications of potential
concern to the security officers. AI could also continuously assess the integrity of the security sensor
networks to identify and respond quickly to restore the network in the event of ordinary failures
or a deliberate attack. AI-enabled drones and robots could either augment or replace human
patrols of a perimeter. Semi-autonomous or autonomous response systems, from guns to robots to
vehicles, could supplement or replace human response forces in the event of an intrusion. In these
various ways, AI-enabled systems could reduce the number of security forces needed, improve the
effectiveness of security forces in place, and/or detect and respond to threats that are difficult to
counter today.
If well implemented, AI has a large potential benefit to improve physical security systems.
Unfortunately, AI also introduces new attack vectors, especially for cyber hacking, so its
implementation needs to be continuously tested, validated, and verified.

AI for Proliferation Monitoring and Arms Control Agreements
The ability of AI systems to digest and evaluate a large amount of data from a variety of sources is
a potentially game-changing technology breakthrough for monitoring nuclear proliferation and
arms control agreements.
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For example, data from commercial space-based sensors with optical (visible or infrared) image,
video, or change-detection capabilities have increased significantly. The spectral, spatial, and
temporal resolution also has improved. If these data are continuously analyzed by an AI system,
nuclear proliferation activities are likely to be detected earlier.147 A RAND working group
considered that sensor networks and AI could enhance transparency and trust for arms control
treaty monitoring, and “a future AI system could essentially be the arms control regime, monitoring
compliance and adjudicating violations without human input.”148
In addition to the vastly increased information from spaced-based sensors, data from various
sources can be evaluated and combined to create a more complete picture of potential nuclear
proliferant activity. In 2019–2020, NTI partnered with Center for Advanced Defense Studies
(C4ADS) to examine trade data to potentially indicate covert nuclear proliferation activities.149 The
study, released in early 2021, found that AI could be used with public domain trade data to expose
otherwise unknown companies potentially involved in proliferation transactions.
In addition to open-source data, governments collect data used for national assessments. The
national data can be merged or compared with open-source data for corroboration. A significant
benefit of open-source information is that it can be used to make a public case against a proliferator,
whereas government-collected data cannot always be released out of concern it could disclose
sources or methods. Research will be needed to create, test, validate, and verify systems and to
ensure proper interpretation of results. However, the potential benefits are compelling and likely to
increase with time.

AI for Missile Defense
Missile defense systems continue to be deployed around the world and are now a significant driver
for new offensive nuclear capabilities.150 Because missile defenses are expensive, AI might be seen
as a way to improve effectiveness.
There are at least three ways that AI can help optimize missile defense objectives:
• Use sensor data to quickly predict the trajectories and targets of incoming missiles. Data
from the new sensors being considered for early warning systems also could be used for
missile defense applications.
• Optimize missile defense assets in real time, which would require the aid of accurate
tracking.151 This application could help lower the number and cost of missile interceptors.
• Aid missile defense by improving automatic target recognition on interceptors using
machine learning techniques.
Although there are benefits to missile defense systems using AI, even the perception that research
is underway on AI-enabled tracking and targeting capabilities, optimization schemes, or target
recognition could be destabilizing. RAND researchers Edward Geist and Andrew Lohn note that
despite technical limitations of AI-enabled tracking, the system needs only to be perceived as
capable to be destabilizing.152
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Recommendations

I

n the absence of policy decisions to the contrary, it appears likely that as technology advances, AI
will be incorporated into nuclear and related systems because it provides benefits that will be seen
as outweighing the associated risks. In some cases, AI might simply provide a reliable and automated
approach (cybersecurity or situational awareness), and in other cases, it might be required for entirely new
capabilities (decision support or autonomous delivery). For each state with nuclear weapons, the specific
application and timing of AI incorporation will depend on production or modernization schedules, the
perceived benefits and risks, the technical capabilities and level of investment required, and the importance
of AI safety compared to the perceived benefits of deployment.153 The analysis in this paper leads to the
following three recommendations.

1

Research Is Needed to Lower Technical Risk and Develop
Fail-Safe Protocols

AI research around the world is significant and includes important topics discussed in this paper, such
as explaining ML results, understanding the cyber offense-defense relationship, preventing algorithm
manipulation, optimizing human-machine partnership, and learning with simulated data. Advances in
understanding the implications related to these topics are essential for considering AI incorporation into
nuclear-weapon systems. In addition, significantly more research and development aimed at operationalizing
AI systems with low technical risk in high-consequence applications is needed, along with work to define
and engineer fail-safe systems.154 The U.S. national security enterprise should prioritize research in this area.
These research and development activities will need to include the development of entirely new test,
evaluation, validation, and verification protocols;155 development of a framework for evaluating risk;
technical innovation to lower risks; and methodologies to ensure fail-safe operation.156 Paul Scharre, an
expert in the military use of autonomy, warns that “a rush to field AI systems before they are fully tested
could result in a ‘race to the bottom’ on safety, with militaries fielding accident-prone AI systems.”157
Research ideally should engage the best minds in the U.S. commercial and military sectors as well as
academia and Federally Funded Research and Development Centers. Because states with nuclear weapons
are most likely to act responsibly if they have full understanding, open publication of the research should be
encouraged when it does not compromise national security. Similarly, the United States should encourage
international research collaboration in areas of mutual interest to produce high-quality results and develop
relationships between people, institutions, and countries. It is not expected that the collaborative research
would involve specific military applications. The United States should encourage other states with nuclear
weapons to pursue similar research.
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2

States with Nuclear Weapons Should Adopt Policy Positions
Regarding AI

Because of the rapid development and disruptive potential of AI, states with nuclear weapons should consider
declaratory policy statements that clarify their intent on human/machine control of nuclear weapons. These
policy positions and declaratory statements would be responsive to heightened concerns and interest in AI
across every sector, including nuclear-weapon systems. They could be quite simple, such as the following:
• Nuclear weapon use will always be authorized by humans.158
• Fully autonomous nuclear-weapon systems will not be developed.
• AI-decision-support systems within NC3 will always generate response options that include nonnuclear response as well as nuclear response.

3

International Dialogue on AI Use in Nuclear Weapons Should
Be a Priority

AI is a topic that should be included in international dialogue on strategic stability at the expert level and
the military level. Nuclear policy experts Jessica Cox and Heather Williams have suggested the Permanent
Five members of the United Nations Security Council (China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the
United States) should add the benefits and risks of emerging technology such as AI as a standing topic on
their annual agenda.159
The dialogue should include technical risks, strategic stability implications, and crisis stability implications.
Perhaps cooperative efforts could begin in applications such as physical security systems and nuclear
proliferation monitoring. Another potential area for cooperation could involve establishing international
technical standards for test and evaluation protocols. Beyond dialogue and cooperation, agreements on the
limits of AI in nuclear systems are worth pursuing.
As a rapidly emerging and enormously powerful technology, it is inevitable that AI will be considered for
use in nuclear-weapon systems in addition to other military applications.
There are no easy answers for how AI should intersect with nuclear weapons. However, this is the right time
to expand research efforts, consider policy approaches, and engage in constructive international dialogue
regarding the risks and benefits of AI with respect to nuclear-weapon systems and strategic stability.
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